EDUCATION. LANGUAGE. COMMUNITY

TUDIAS Mission Statement and Values
Language School
Through our experience, which is based on more than 20 years of activity in the field of language learning
services, we are able to focus on the specific needs and goals of the learner.
The vision of TUDIAS is to create a place for intercultural exchange and to support a multi-lingual, social
environment in which new voices and perspectives can be expressed and heard, thereby contributing to the
promotion of tolerance and equality.
Our focus is the promotion of international communication and understanding. All of the languages
we offer come with different contexts and frequencies of use and are not in competition with
each other.
Our language training strives to bring relevant and practical applicability. Taking the changing
requirements of our environment into account, we follow the approach of active learning in
our language courses.
Our teaching makes an important contribution to integration. Study preparation courses for
international applicants provide concrete and reliable prospects for their educational goals
in Germany.
In addition to the vision, the mission is another central element of our strategic development. It forms the
framework in which the company’s principles for value creation are mapped.
Mission
The mission of TUDIAS is to meet the expectations of those interested in language and to offer a good learning climate, individual consultation, and optimal framework conditions for learning a language and promoting language skills for everyday life and professional purposes. This is done with a balanced, targeted, and
practice-oriented teaching program. Qualified and competent project coordinators and course leaders are
responsible for the educational work of TUDIAS.

Cooperation Projects
In addition to our focus on language learning services, TUDIAS, in cooperation with TU Dresden, offers measures in the area of study orientation and preparation, as well as language training.
Studies Orientation
Our studies orientation supports young people in their transition from school to university. The aim of the
studies orientation measures is to enable young people in their choosing of a course of study and support
them through the processes of orientation, decision-making, and implementation during the course of study
and thus counteract misguided decisions or costly missteps.
In this process, regional actors from schools, universities, industry, politics, and society, together with the
municipality, the Employment Agency, and the Saxon State Ministry of Culture, take on the responsibility
of coordinating school and extracurricular activities, taking into account regional needs, and ensuring compliance to ensure common quality standards. As a participant in this process, we enable young people to
develop a professional goal that corresponds to their suitability and disposition.
Study preparation
Study preparation supports young people in the transition from school to university. The aim of the study
preparation measures is to prepare and accompany students in engineering courses in order to support
academic success in accordance with the aptitude and disposition of the students. With specialist expertise,
the lecturers accompany the students in preparation courses through self-reliant learning.
Language training
Our language training supports the internationalization of TU Dresden and promotes international qualifications and flexibility for studies, professional careers, research, and administration. TUDIAS is the first point
of contact in matters of foreign languages at the TU Dresden and offers university level foreign language
courses especially designed for specific fields of study. As a language school, we work on the basis of scientific knowledge and methods and make a significant contribution to numerous scientific degrees.

Values
The work of TUDIAS is based on a number of guiding values that are important for the implementation of
our vision. These include:
Loyalty and trust to our customers and partners
Tolerance of different opinions, cultures, and world views
Opennes to changes and innovations in the education sector
Initiative and professionalism in developing activities and solving problems
Continuous optimization of our offerings
The satisfaction of our customers always serves as the benchmark for the services of TUDIAS. In addition to
our orientation around our values, our collective energy, experience, and the contribution of all our team
members are crucial to our success.
With our formulated goals in mind, we constantly reflect on our teaching-learning interactions as well as the
framework conditions in dialogue with customers, teaching and support staff, and cooperation partners and
seek to develop them continuously.

